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Student Supply List

Hand tools:
- scriber
- saw frame
- saw blades (e.g. #0; #2/0; #4/0)
- large flat hand file (e.g. “0-cut; 6” or 8” with handle)
- 6” steel ruler
- #50 or #52 ‘round’ graver w/handle (carbon steel, not high speed steel, preferred)
- center punch
- assorted needle files (make sure to include a ‘joint’ file - i.e. flat with teeth on rounded edges only)
- 2” or 3” dividers
- diagonal cutters (utility grade: for cutting binding wire)
- 18 ga. or 19 ga. black iron binding wire (make sure it’s black iron, NOT stainless steel). You can often find this in small 

coils at local hardware stores.
- brass hand brush
- 3M green nylon scouring pad
- small 2.0 – 2.5mm round ball bur
- rawhide mallet
- small ball peen hammer or chasing hammer for center punching, etc.

Soldering Supplies:
- silver solder (H, M, E)
- paste flux
- solder shears
- flux brush
- pointed tweezers 
- self-locking soldering tweezers

Abrasive paper:
-at least one sheet each:  #320; #400; and #600 (or Coarse, Medium and Fine) – best wrapped around a piece of flat 
lathe approx. ¼” thick and 1” wide

Metal:
-Sheet  (NOTE: the size of the box that you design will determine the actual amount of metal that you will need. I suggest 

a piece of 18 or 20 gauge sterling silver sheet, approximately 6” X 6” minimum. You may work in brass or Nu-gold if 
you prefer (I don’t recommend copper or nickel silver). Also bring a small piece of 16 gauge sheet, approx. 1 1/2”L X 
1/2”W (minimum). The lid of your box can be textured; pierced; set with stones…your choice. If you wish to 
incorporate a reticulated silver lid, you will need a piece of reticulation silver, also. You can purchase reticulation 
silver sheet from Hauser & Miller Refiners or RGA(note: Rio Grande now sells reticulation silver. It comes in 18 
gauge thickness. We will roll our reticulation silver to 24 gauge, which is half as thick. A 2” x 4” x .040” will roll out to 
4” X 4” x .020” [24ga.]). You can process your own at the workshop from clean (i.e. no solder) sterling scrap and 
copper. Plan on a minimum of 1 troy ounce ( = 31.1 grams)of silver, plus a small amount of copper wire. We will 
prepare and texture the lid material at the workshop.

-Tubing: at least 3” or 4” heavy-wall (.040” I.D.; .080” O.D.; .020 wall thickness) from Hoover & Strong Refiners (order 
#TBH2.0) or equivalent from alternate sources

-Wire: +6” of 16 gauge round silver wire. We will stretch this wire until it just fits into your tubing. This will be your hinge 
pin.
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